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1. EDITORIAL
BACK TO SCHOOL
September is already here and the summer
of 2020 is coming to an end. This period,
traditionally a good time to rest, has been
seriously disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic: limited cross-border travel, no gatherings, face masks and protective measures
not to be forgotten plus potential quarantine when you are back.
The virus continues to circulate and progress with
more than 25.1 million people infected worldwide
and a death toll approaching 850,000. The emerging zone as a whole - Latin America, India, Russia and South Africa - continues to be the most affected, but at a country level, the United States is
paying the heaviest price: with more than 6 million people infected and 183,000 deaths. In Europe, new cases in Southern countries are a cause
for concern. These fears need to be dampened: 1tests are now more widespread, 2- the virus’ reproduction rate (R0) is increasing but remains under
control, 3- healthcare systems are no longer overwhelmed, and 4- fewer people die from the COVID-19 than at the height of the crisis. These are
probably the reasons for strong market performance
in August. Vaccine hopes continue to create market participants’ enthusiasm or frustration. Moreover, it is hard to imagine a “classic” economic recovery without a major breakthrough on this front.
The few attempts for cyclical and value stocks to
take the lead have all been capped so far as initial
results for clinical trials start to fade and the pandemic continues its progression,

From a seasonality standpoint, the poorest returns
tend to be registered on average during Summer
time and August has often been associated with volatility outbreaks. This is far from being the case this
year. Quite the contrary, the S&P500 posted its best
monthly return for August since 1984: An impressive record that is greatly explained by the outstanding performance of the FAAMGs - Facebook, Apple, Amazon Microsoft and Google. Apple alone,
the largest capitalization of the S&P500, grew by
more than 21% for the month and by nearly 80%
for the year... A year during when the company’s
EPS is expected to grow, albeit by a modest 9%.
Central bank support measures proved decisive at
the height of the crisis and the FED has just announced that it is ready to let inflation run its course
rather than tighten too quickly or too early, even if it
means encouraging the formation of bubbles? After
collapsing in the 2nd quarter, activity mechanically rebounded in the 3rd quarter and the strength of
this rebound is surprising in the United States, first
and more recently in the Euro zone (Graph 1). But
this is now government actions that investors seem
to be tracking as fiscal stimulus and household support measures are so crucial for the continued recovery of economic activity and justify such a rapid exit from a “Bear Market” .
This is now government actions
that investors seem to be tracking,
as fiscal stimulus and household
support measures are so crucial.
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GRAPH 1 : CITI ECONOMIC SURPRISE INDICATORS

Citi US Economic Surprises Index

Citi Euro Zone Economic Surprises Index

Citi China Economic Surprises Index

Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza, Citigroup

In the United States, the inability of the Democrats and Republicans to agree in the pre-election
period on a significate second stimulus plan does
not bode well. Social transfers have already been
reduced with the additional unemployment benefit
scheme expiring and being only partially replaced.
Consumer confidence could suffer as a result. This
is all the more important since a wait-and-see attitude could continue to prevail for the business community as trade tensions and democratic proposals
seen negatively (increased taxation and regulation)
could also weigh on sentiment. In this context, it is
surprising to notice that this issue has been largely
ignored by market participants so far. After the surprising win of Donald Trump in 2016, they are less
willing to rely on opinion polls today and probably
doubt the Democrats’ ability to capture the majority in both Houses.

Fortunately, the same attitude does not prevail in
other parts of the world. In Europe, Germany, the
EU’s main driving force, has converted to fiscal
expansionism and the European dynamic is being
strengthened with the recent agreement on a European Recovery Fund. China is expected to be one
of the few economies to maintain a positive growth
in 2020, and the latest statistics show that the recovery is well entrenched in China.
In this environment, keeping a high level of
diversification within portfolios remains a
must. We maintain our strategy of holding
balanced portfolios with a mix of complementary asset classes, style and sector preferences.
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2. FIXED INCOME
INFLATION FEARS MAKE
A COMEBACK
Rising long-term rates

Credit “overlooked by QE”

There is no shortage of reason for concern: the uncontrolled Covid-19 pandemic, conflict between
the White House and Congress on support for the
unemployed, the continuing boost for Democratic
candidate Joe Biden after choosing Kamala Harris as his running mate, and ongoing tensions with
China. We believe that the major risk facing those
looking for a correction of long-term interest rates
is the Fed. In our opinion it is unthinkable that in
the event of stress on the 10-30 year part of the US
yield curve, the Federal Reserve would not react.
Although it has not yet made any announcements
regarding the issue of yield curve management, it
is bound to intervene in the event of an excessively sharp rise in long-term yields. If the rise in long
yields is insignificant, Wall Street will not worry,
but in the event of a sharper correction this would
be bad news for equity markets, which could react
negatively. All these uncertainties and worrying
news ought to have kept US rates at their end-July
levels, but this was without counting on a subject
that swept aside all others at the end of August: inflation fears resurfaced, and the 30-year inflation
breakeven started climbing to almost 1.8%, showing, if proof were needed, that the major source of
concern just before the post-holiday resumption is
indeed inflation. Fed policy has been deliberately
vague: the minutes of the last FOMC meeting revealed nothing important, while the Jackson Hole
symposium sent out mixed signals. The Fed will
«allow inflation to run above its target» but, at the
same time, control of the yield curve will not be
abandoned, even though no announcement has yet
been made on this subject. .

On the short-dated part of the US curve, 2-year
yields range between 0.10% and 0.15%, and money market investments no longer offer a worthwhile
return, with a 3-month LIBOR of around 25 basis
points. The market for good-quality credit of short
duration could be used to attempt a buy-and-hold
approach, or rather buy-and-watch in the current
circumstances, but what returns can be expected
from such investments? In a semi-passive management approach, the performance driver is the yield
to maturity, and it must be admitted that the returns
on offer are incredibly low and therefore relatively uninteresting. So we will have to go further out
on the curve to find worthwhile opportunities in
2023-2025 maturities. Some good deals are therefore still possible, but they are increasingly scarce.
Most of them have one point in common: they are
not included in the purchase programmes of the
Fed or the ECB. It is therefore in this market niche
of credit “overlooked by QE” that we must probably work to flush out any nuggets.
We believe that the major risk
facing those looking for a correction of
long-term interest rates is the Fed.
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3. EQUITIES
ANATOMY OF A DRAWDOWN
In 2009, a freshly elected Barack Obama,
mindful of the high expectations set by his
early achievements in his first “hundred
days”, self-deprecatingly quipped at the
White House Correspondents’ Diner “my
next hundred days will be so successful I
will be able to complete them in seventy-two
days”.

Let us remember that just months ago, the equity markets perceived a unique set of challenges as
COVID-19 developed into a pandemic: a record
global output drop, far in excess of the 1930s depression, of uncertain duration, brought about by a virtually universal and synchronized economic freeze.
This calamity also struck at a time of weakness: the
low starting level of both GDP growth and inflation, and hence the relative weak hand from which
government and central banks were to fight a global recession, only added to the fragility of high initial levels of corporate indebtedness. Appropriately,
the response was to prevent what could have been
catastrophic and historic economic and social disaster by inundating the global economy with immediate support measures, be it fiscal stimulus, monetary easing and market interventions. The response
was arguably highly potent, with financial markets
reassured to the point of implicitly looking through
much of the uncertainty and real economic cost of
the pandemic by ascribing the highest forward-look-

Rarely has a presidential witticism so aptly described
the current situation of equity markets: indeed, after a mere 122 trading days from what can now be
defined as its trough, the U.S. equity market index
has officially exceeded its former high, making it
the quickest drawdown- recovery sequence of any
“bear market” in modern financial history. With
an extraordinary first 100 days post-crash, positioning in equities is increasing underscoring high
expectations for the coming months. At this rate,
will we indeed earn the next hundred days’ returns
in a mere 72?

GRAPH 2 : S&P500 – DRAWDOWNS AND SUBSEQUENT REBOUNDS SINCE 1970
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ing valuation (price-to-earnings ratio) since the year
2000. Given the nature of this crisis and especially when considering historical precedent, the past
few months have indeed been quite remarkable.
Given the uniqueness of this correction, will equity markets follow the traditional path towards a
new, multi-year bull market or is the current price
action an anomaly, part of an unusual, unfinished
consolidation process ? beyond strict covid-19 considerations, three main factors will likely determine
the next phase: first and foremost, global monetary
policy. By reducing interest rates and insuring ample liquidity, central banks are forcing liquidity towards risky assets, and as interventions increase in
the risk spectrum (i.e. the Federal Reserve purchasing high yield bonds), equities become the last remaining asset yielding above inflation. Any hints
of a changing appetite for balance sheet expansion,
even in the face of normalizing inflation by global
central banks would certainly ripple through to equities. Secondly, global fiscal policy and a willingness to expand deficits will remain a key indicator
to markets that a negatively shocked demand is being absorbed by long-term government investments.

Lastly, political stability could well become a new
source of uncertainty if left unchecked, as key geopolitical relationships and fundamental mechanisms behind global trade and prosperity are being challenged, the most glaring of examples being
the US-China relation and what seems to resemble confiscation of China’s prized social media asset, TikTok.
Most aspects of this Coronavirus correction
and rebound have been unique. If history
is any guide, a new bull market in equities
could be in its infancy. Market participants
will keep their eyes focused on monetary
policy, fiscal policy, and geopolitics for hints
as to whether this market can continue to
deliver on the rhythm set in its first hundred days.

TABLE 1 : S&P500 – DRAWDOWNS SINCE 1960
Drawdown

Previous Peak Date

Trough
Date

Recovery
Date

Peak-to-Trough
Length
(Months)

Trough-toRecovery Length
(Months)

-56,8%

09.10.07

09.03.09

28.03.13

17,0

48,6

-49,1%

24.03.00

09.10.02

30.05.07

30,5

55,7

-48,2%

11.01.73

03.10.74

17.07.80

20,7

69,5

-36,1%

29.11.68

26.05.70

06.03.72

17,8

21,4

-33,9%

19.02.20

23.03.20

18.08.20

1,1

4,9

-33,5%

25.08.87

04.12.87

26.07.89

3,3

19,7

-28,0%

12.12.61

26.06.62

03.09.63

6,4

14,3

-27,1%

28.11.80

12.08.82

03.11.82

20,4

2,7

-22,2%

09.02.66

07.10.66

04.05.67

7,9

6,9

-19,9%

16.07.90

11.10.90

13.02.91

2,9

4,1
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5. PERFORMANCE & INDICATORS
EQUITIES IN LOCAL CURRENCIES
-2,6%

-26%
-53%

17,3%

-18%

-34%

-35%

2,8%

26,2%

FTSE MIB INDEX

3,4%
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CAC 40 INDEX

-2,3%

-34%

STXE 600 € Pr

30,7%
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38,7%

-20%

-20,0%

0,0%

NASDAQ 100 STOCK INDX

72,8%

11,0%
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7,0%

-31%
-40,0%

DAX INDEX
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19,4%

1,1%
-4,5%

-34%

TOPIX INDEX (TOKYO)

25,2%

8,2%

-20,9%

-16,5%
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47,6%

-6,0%

-23%

MSCI CHINA

43,8%

5,6%
3,4%
3,6%

-30%

MSCI EM

45,3%

2,1%

-25%

MSCI EM LATIN AMERICA

40,0%

-6,4%
-1,2%

-32%

MOEX Russia Index

31,6%

1,9%

-33,7%

S&P 500 INDEX

56,4%

20,0%
YTD
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40,0%
Since 23/3

60,0%

80,0%

1M

BONDS, CURRENCIES AND COMMODITIES
-26,9%

WTI CRUDE FUTURE Oct20

5,0%
29,7%

Gold Spot $/Oz

-0,4%
-2,5%

Japanese Yen Spot

0,1%
-6,5%

Swiss Franc Spot

-1,0%
0,9%
2,2%

British Pound Spot
6,4%

Euro Spot

1,3%
3,2%
0,5%

EM USD Aggregate

-2,7%

Pan-European High Yield

1,5%
0,4%

Pan-Euro Credit

-0,1%
1,7%
1,0%

US Corporate High Yield
6,9%

Corporate (USD)

-1,4%
8,8%

BBG US Treasury

-1,1%
6,1%

Global Aggregate

-0,2%
-60,0%

-40,0%

-20,0%

0,0%
YTD

20,0%
Since 23.03.20

31.12 to 23.03

40,0%

60,0%

1M

Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza, 31/08/20
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Legal information

Information on risks

This document intends to provide information and opinions on dif-

Investments are subject to a variety of risks. Before taking any deci-

ferent matters. It is intended only for this purpose. This document

sion of investment or entering in any transaction, any investor should

does not constitute an advice, an offer nor a solicitation by Banque

request detailed information on the risks associated with the decision

Eric Sturdza S.A. or on behalf of Banque Eric Strudza S.A. to buy

of investment and with the financial investment. Some type of prod-

or sell any financial instrument or to subscribe to any financial in-

ucts are in general bearing higher risks than others but general rules

strument. This document does not contain any recommendation per-

cannot be relied on. It is remembered that past performance is not

sonal or generic and does not take into account the investment ob-

a reliable indication of future results and that historical returns and

jectives, financial situation or needs, or knowledge and experience

past performance as well as financial market scenarios are not relia-

of any persons. This document does not contain any offer or any

ble indicator of future performance, significant losses remaining al-

solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any financial services or to

ways possible. The value of any investment depends also on the fact

participate in any financial strategy in any jurisdiction. It does not

that the base currency of the portfolio is different from the currency

constitute an advertisement or an investment recommendation or a

of the investment subject to the foreign exchange rates. The exchange

research or strategy recommendation. Moreover, it is provided for

rates may fluctuate and adversely affect the value of the investment

informational and illustrative purposes only and does not contain fi-

when it is realized and converted in the base currency of the portfolio.

nancial analysis. This document mentions and presents benchmarks
which may only be used for comparison. The information provided

Distribution information

must not be relied on and must not be the only source to make a de-

This document is not directed towards specified jurisdictions or to-

cision about financial investments. It is also not a legal or tax advice,

ward specific person or entity resident in a specific jurisdiction and

or any recommendation about any kind of financial services and is

doesn’t constitute any act of distribution, in jurisdiction where such

not intended to constitute any kind of basis on which to make a de-

publication or such distribution is contrary to the applicable law or

cision on a financial investment. Banque Eric Sturdza SA is not re-

regulation or would be contrary to any mandatory license require-

sponsible and may not be held responsible for any loss arising from

ment. This document is provided for the sole use of its recipient and

decision taken on the basis of the information provided in this doc-

must not be transferred to a third person or reproduced.

ument or for any liabilities arising from such decision. Although all
due diligence has been performed to ensure that this information is
accurate at the time of its publication, no guarantee is given regarding its accuracy, exhaustiveness or reliability. The information provided may change, even immediately after publication and there is
no obligation to provide an up to date information at any time. Furthermore, the information provided in this document do not intend
to provide all the legal and necessary information on financial instruments or on issuers. Other publications from Banque Eric Sturdza SA may in the past or in the future reach different conclusions
from the information contained in this document. Furthermore, the
present document and the information provided do not in any way
engage the responsibility of Banque Eric Sturdza S.A., its affiliated
companies, or its employees.
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